Terms and conditions for DSE Data Services
For the purposes of these terms and conditions ‘subscriber’ means the individual or organization
that has purchased a subscription for market data from the Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange (DSE)
and the term ‘user’ means any individual user who accesses any of the Data Services via website,
email, mobile phone messaging etc. (known as the DSE ‘Data Services’).
1. Use of any data or statistics that the DSE provides via the Data Services (‘DSE Data’)
constitutes an agreement between the DSE and the subscriber as well as the subscriber’s
and each user’s acceptance of the following terms and conditions and the DSE's disclaimer.
2. Portions of the DSE Data may contain material or information copyrighted by a third party.
If the subscriber or its user(s) wish to reproduce any such material, it must obtain the
necessary permission from the copyright owner.
3. The subscriber and its user(s) may not sell any of the Data Services and/or DSE Data
without prior written consent of the DSE.
4. The following forms of copying are permitted and do not require the prior written
permission of the DSE:
•

Officials representing departments or ministries of the United Republic of Tanzania,

Bank of Tanzania, Capital Markets & Securities Authority and other authorities may
access the Data Services and download DSE Data for official purposes and reproduce,
distribute and/or store DSE Data within their institutions, on condition that the officials
comply with the obligations of subscribers/users in articles 1-3 and 5-6 of these terms
and conditions;
•

All other subscribers and users may issue a public statement based on a given data

point within the DSE Data, provided such statements are issued on an infrequent and
occasional basis.
5. If the user has the right to reproduce certain portions of DSE Data in accordance with these
terms and conditions, the user must ensure that all such material or information is clearly
attributed to the DSE.
6. For any other use of the Data Services or any DSE Data, including but not limited to the
publication or transmission of portions of DSE Data to any third parties via any medium, the
subscriber must obtain the prior written consent of the DSE.
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Disclaimer
1. Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange (DSE) makes every attempt to ensure the accuracy and
completeness of the information in DSE publications and/or online services (DSE
Information) but guarantees none. The DSE cannot be held liable for any inaccuracy, error
or omission.

2. DSE Information does not necessarily represent the views or policies of DSE or its Members.

3. The DSE disclaims all liability for any loss or damage to any party whether or not due to
reliance by that party on DSE information. The DSE makes no express or implied warranties
concerning DSE information, particularly no warranty of accuracy or fitness for a particular
purpose or use and no warranty against infringement of the proprietary or other rights of
third parties.

4. The mention of specific companies or certain products does not imply that they are
endorsed or recommended by the DSE in preference to others of a similar nature that are
not mentioned.

5. To the extent that the DSE provides any services to a subscriber or other third party in
electronic form, the DSE is not responsible for the procurement, installation or maintenance
of any equipment on which the services are accessed by such party. To the extent that the
DSE provides any services to a subscriber or other third party via the Internet, the DSE is
not responsible for any communications connection by which services are transmitted and
the DSE will not be responsible for any communication delays or interruptions to such
services.
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